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This dissertation starts from a premise: the emerging complexities that characterize the
contemporary urban issue request from the theory and practice of urban and spatial planning
to rethink the development model compared to the growth paradigm that characterized the
20th century. An innovative strategy of urban regeneration for the real improvement of the
citizens’ quality of life need to assign new roles and meanings to the traditional instruments
of land use planning, without prejudice to the responsibility of the urban plan to find a balance
in a composition of different interests; the challenge consists on the opportunity of enhancing
the spatial fixed capital deposited on the ground by the Interministerial Decree 1444/1968
about urban planning standards. In front of the objective of designing the re-urbanization of
the contemporary city in a sustainable key, the category of public space provided for green
areas is assumed as a fundamental component to offer a wide range of ecosystem services.
This multifunctional role of urban green necessarily requires a conceptual evolution with
respect to the traditional definition of urban standard as a recreational element or an urban
furniture, in order of a new project of urban welfare. In the case of Turin, with a view to
increasing environmental performance and urban well-being, it is essential to address the
issue of air pollution, considered one of the main environmental risk factors for health in
Europe. Among the policies aimed at increase air quality levels, green areas can - if properly
designed - effectively contribute to the abatement of specific pollutants.
The thesis argues the importance of integrating the quantitative dimensioning of the public
spaces foreseen by the urban plan, an obligatory premise that allows to reserve the ‘material
basis’ for future services, with new approaches and qualitative-quantitative knowledge tools
that can operationally support the decision.
The case study of an urban and fluvial park, an example of prevision from the Turin General
City Plan not yet implemented, represent a moment of methodological experimentation in
which the strategy must be combined with the feasibility of the intervention. Faced with the
complexities in terms of territorial extension, ownership structure and onerous needs of
remediation and environmental restoration, it is necessary to find an adequate planning
solution not only from an ecological-environmental, but also social, economic and urban
planning point of view. Implementing synergic actions on the green space may help to:
restoring ecological functions to primary resources, reducing air pollution, and responding
to the current need to public space for citizens, raising the level of quality of life and wellbeing for the entire urban context.
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